
5.1

CHAPTER 5 : THE CONTEXT OF DECENTR.^TLISED FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT IN SOUTH AFRICA

The challenge now is to accelerate the process of institutional md management

reforms, especiatly by clarifying managerial and decision-making roles,

risponsibilities and authorities at central, regional and district level.
Better Health in Afica, 1994

fntroduction

In the previous chapters the ideal hospital (frorn a financial management perspectiv€)

and the present situation in South A-frican hospitals \ryere discussed. A gap between the

ideal and present situation exists. The factors inhibiting the reform of financial

management in hospitals were also discussed-

The primary cause of this performance gap is the lack of financial resnonsibilifv and

gccountabitiw at the hospital level which is to a large extent a systemVframework and

*t u propti problem. Even if the necessary responsibility and accountability is granted

to hospital managers it will have a limited impact because hospital managers do not

have the authoritv to make the necessary operational decisions needed for effective

and efficient financial management. The solution lies in establishing an effective

decentralised financial management system.

The purposes of decentralised hospital management as articulated in the Position Paper

"On the Decentralisation of Hospital Management" are'.

o to make available hospital care that is equitable, accessible and appropriate for

all the people of South Africa;
o to raise the quality and reliability of hospital services and overcome current

constraints in the delivery of these services;

. to reduce the hospital share of the health budget by improving the efficiency

and productivity of service delivery; and

o to ensure hospitals are accountable to the communities they serve and to

overnment.

In this Chapter recent developments are discussed to ensure that decentralised financial

management of hospitals are placed in context.

5.2 Accountabi l i tv.Responsibi l i ty.Authoritvand Control

These concepts are closely associated. In the White Paper on the Transformation of

the public SJrvice as well as in the "Framework for Normative Measures for Financial

Management" reference is made to performance agreements between the different

levels of government administration. These agreements start with the Minister and

Director-General, but should be applied through-out the organisation. Financial

management must be able to provide the scorecard which will enable and ensure that

\
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the envisaged agreements work effectively. This is important because the penalties for
non-perfonnance in the sense of over-expenditure can be serious (It can be claimed
back from the individuat concerned). It is therefore critical that these concepts be
applied properly.

The Accounting Officer is the overall and ultimate accountable person. The
Accounting Officer can delegate some of the legal responsibility he/she has. In doing
so, it is important that the Accounting Ofticer enables the person being delegated to, to
fulfil the delegated responsibilities. The authority to undertake whatever is necessary
to meet the responsibilities should also be delegated. This immediately creates an
accountability relationship befween the person delegating and the person being
delegated to. To enable effective accountability no uncertainty must exist on that being
delegated. One of the critical areas is that expenditure must remain within budget at
departmental and responsibility centre level.

Effective decentralised financial management requires the provincial health department
and hospital management:

o to monitor the achievement of performance closely,
o to allocate responsibility for the budget very carefully, and
o to enable the persons accepting this responsibility to have the correct financial

informati o n ti meou slv.

A situation, where not
Hospital Manager and
also be responsible and

only the Accounting Officer is accountable, is the ideal. The
all heads of departments and cost centres in the hospital must
accountable. This can only succeed if:

. the delegating process is efficient, and

. performance agreements between all levels of management are developed.

5.2,1 Performance Agreements

A performance agreement represents a clear rnutual understanding and
commitment, clearly articulated between different levels of management,
regarding expectations in five areas.

(r) Desired results
The desired results must be discussed, agreed upon and specified.
Results refer to measurable outputs and eventually outcomes.
Performance indicators or targets must be developed to measure the
extent of achieving the desired results.

(i, Set guidelines
The principles, policies and procedures that are considered essential to
achieve the desired results must be sommunicated. Legislative
restrictions must be brought to the attention of the person delegated to.
It is important to clearly identify what cannot be done. On the other
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hand, enough freedom and flexibility must be allowed to ensure
innovative solutions and creativitv.

Gi, Identify available resources
These include financial, human, technical and organisational resources
available to enable the person delegated to, to achieve the desired
results. These resources may also include information and training.

(iv) DeJine accountability
The exact standard of acceptable performance must be decided on. This
will include:

a

o

how perfrormance will be measured
when and how reports must be made.

(r) Determine and define the consequences
These consequences may be negative or positive. This can eventually
include recovery of unjustified over-expenditure from the person
accountable in terms of Section34 of the Exchequer Act. It should also
include incentives for good performance.

Although a personal financial incentive may not be possible in the Public
Sector, incentives are possible and should be part of the performance
agreement. The institution may be allocated (or allowed to retain) a
sum of money that may be used for:

. attending congresses/conferences/refresher courses (national and
international),

. buying equipment,

. buying books for the library,

. developing facilities for relaxation etc.

In its "Framework for Enhancement of Financial Management",
presented to the Joint Committee on Public Accounts, the Department
of State Expenditure specifically refers to Perforrnance Measurement.
This includes seven steps:

Strategic Plans
A plan formulated from the department's mission statement and
which addresses the key actions that the department will focus
on. It must include high level objectives and performance
indicators. (Time frame 3 to 5 years).

Business Plans

This is drawn from the strategic plan. The plan describes and
quantifies outputs and the required inputs. It also establishes
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performance indicators with which achievement of the outputs
can be measured. (Time frame I year).

o Organisat ional  Plans
Plans at all levels within the organisation to support performance
assessment of staff.

' Clients charter
The Minister's commitment towards the community for the

. provision of quality goods and services.
' Performance Agreements

Specified performance to be achieved by the departmental head
in terms of the Minster's requirements.

' Revised Budget Format
Format to be restructured to link outputs of the departments
with outcomes desired by government and to support
perfbrmance measurement with regard to quality, quantity,
timeliness and cost.

' Performance Measurement Systems
Setting of indicators to measure economy, efficiency,
effectiveness and appropriateness.

The Department of State Expenditure wants to implement this in trvo
department's as a research project by I April 1997. The whole idea of
performance agreements are clearly in line with the present thinking in
that department.

Decentralisation in the Public Sector

5.3.1. General overiew :

The recently published White Paper on the Transformation of the Public Service
(Government Gazette, 24 November 1995) serves as a broad framework of
government policy during the process of transformation and reform.
Transformation is seen as a dynamic, focused and relatively short-term (two to
three years) process designed to fundamentally reshape the public service.

The White Paper specifically addresses decentralisation. The goals of
transformation inclu d e :

to assist in creating an integrated yet adequately decentralised public
service capable of undertaking both the conventional and development
tasks of government, as well as responding flexibly, creatively and
responsively to the challenges of the change process, and
to promote human resource development and cap acity building as a
nqcessary precondition for effective change and institution building.
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Looking at the international context it is noted in the White Paper that a number
of themes have begun to emerge. Those with relevance to South Africa
include:

The White Paper emphasises institution building and management (Chapter 9).
The goal is to improve:

a

o

a

output-rel ated p erfo rmance,
accountability, and
responsiveness.

To achieve this the White Paper proposes the introduction of a series of
strategies including:

The move away from centralised planning approaches towards more
pragmatic approaches based upon the principles of sound management
and a clear sense of mission.
A redefinition of the political-administrative relationship designed to

ensure greater accountability through the introduction of clearer lines o
responsibility as well as performance targets, measures and monitoring.
Greater devolution of managerial autonomy and resource control,
including the introduction of flexible staffing and recruitment processes,
are promoted.
A greatbr reliance on information technolory and computerised
management information systems.

Devolution and decentralisation of managerial responsibility and
accountability. This will include the development of speci-fic
performance objectives and targets for managers. Simultaneously,
managers will be given the flexibility, autonomy and resource control to
take the necessary actions to ensure that such objectives and targets are
met. A similar process of individual costs centres within departments,
again tied to the achievement of specific performance objectives, is also
proposed.
The creation of more open, flexible and participative management
structures at all levels of the public sector.
New organisational cultures will have to be developed - from a rule
culture to a culture focused on the achievement of tasks and meeting o
needs.
As a precondition for effective and accountable systems of policy-
making accurate and accessible information will be needed.
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The conclusions reached in the White Paper include:
"Another key precondjtion for the success of the transformation

';:r::::*:::, 
::;x:"i,il::x1." " 

ond dec en*atis atio n of authoritv to

The devolution of decision-making power will have to be accompanied by
increased accountability. The White Paper emphasises that devolution of power
must be linked to the achievement of specific performance measures and targets
in relation to such issues as service delivery

Decentralisation and devolution will take place within defined national norrns
and standards. This will place a premium on effective co-ordination and
monitoring.

5.3.2 Decentralisation in the Health Sector

The approach envisaged in the White Paper is supported in the Department of
Health's publication "Towards a National Health System" (November 1995).
Decentralised management of services is accepted as a basic requirement for the
future health services.

Four principles changing the nature of management within the health care sector
are proposed:

o Management authority should be decentralised to the provincial and
district levels to allow for a greater degree of autonomy.
Decentralisation should promote innovation and efficiency.

o Health service managers should be supported in acquiring the skills
needed to manage a decentralised health service.

. A participative, democratic management style and management by
objectives should be engendered.

o Effective evaluation techniques and procedures should be introduced to
assess management effrciency at all levels of the health service.

Within the health sector the skills of managers at all levels should be developed
if substantive health reforms are to be sustained. A number of areas are
identified in which skills should be developed:

management by objectives,
participative and change management,
leadership development,
community participation,

financial management,
strategic planning,
programme management and evaluation,
policy development and implementation, and

licy analysis.
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5.3.3 I)ecentral isat ion ofHospital Management

Financial management must fit in with and support general hospitd

management. The Hospital Strategy Project has prepared a draft Position

Paper on the Decentralisation of Hospital Management. Several of the
proposals will have a far-reaching impact on hospital management.

Those proposals that will have an impact on the financial management of

hospitals are briefly discussed.

5.3.3.1 Governance and Accountabil i ty

At present the Provincial Health Department exercises governance

through line authority over all provincial health services. In the
proposals a difference is made between hospital management in

secondary, tertiary and academic hospitals on the one hand and district
hospitals on the other hand.

Secondary, TertiarT and Academic Hospitals
The hospital executive will take responsibility and authority for:

o achieving the scale and scope of all health services required,
o personnel management,
. financial management, and
o procurement.

The hospital management will be accountable to the Hospital Board for
its performance. The role of the Hospital Board will include:

The Hospital Boards will be the primary point of governance over the
hospitals, and must, in turn, account to the Provincial Department of

. to set hospital policy appropriate for local application of
provincial policy guidelines;

. to formulate strategy and draw up plans for the hospital in
conjunction with the hospital executive;

o to oversee:aiffi:ff:l'.T:T:":l'ff*""'3i':iresources,
- probity in financial management;

o to conduct a regular review of hospital financial statements;
o to advocate hospital interests to the Provincial Health

Administratio.n qHt) and the public at large, through;

: lil:l*:|il::fi{l''t*:f##H,ffr",,",
and the expected scope and scale of service provision.
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Health for the performance of the hospital and its implementation of
provincial policy.

The Provincial Health Admini stration' s (PIIA) responsibilities include:

o setting of policy within the context of the national policy;
o identi$'ing priorities for hospitals;
. assessment of the health care needs of the people;
. specification of services to be provided;
o setting performance targets for health service providers;
o setting management and service guidelines; and
. allocating funds to providers of services.

District Hospitals
The primary point of governance will be the District Health Authority.

The two key differences between the proposed system and the current
situation are:

o

O

the empowerment of Hospital Boards; and
the degree of delegation on the part of the PIIA.

5.3.3.2. Hospital Management: Structures and Systems

Each hospital will have a single focus of authority - a chief executive
officer. Clear lines of responsibility and accountability will be
maintained. Individual sections (units) within the hospital will have a
single focus of authority and significant managerial authority, preferably
including their own budgets, staft, resources and performance
indicators.

New systems will have to be developed to support decentralised
management. This will include systems for financial management.

5.4 Financial Manasement in the Public Sector - A Review

To achieve effective, decentralised management in the public sector will require
changes in financial management processes and systems. These changes have been
envisaged and the necessary legal framework to accorrrmodate the changes is in place.
What has not been addressed adequately is the new skills required to implement the
changes in financial management. The legal frarnework is in place for departments to
acquire these skills, but few departments have availed themselves of this opportunity.

5.4.1 The Public Service and Exchequer Acts

ln terms of the Public Service Act and the Exchequer Act, the Director-General
of each government department is the Accounting Officer for that department's
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allocated budget. Provincial Exchequer Acts allocate Accounting Officer
responsibilities to heads of departments in the provinces despite the fact that
they may not be Directors-General. The Accounting Officer is responsible for:

. the achievement of the aims set out in the annual White Book o
Estimates of Expenditure; and

o for the spending of the amount appropriated for the programmes and

obiectives for that financial year (and not more).

The amount allocated for each department is termed the "Vote" (eg. Vote:
Health Care).

The Financial Regulations of the Exchequer Act, 1975 (Act No 66 of 1975),
among other things, say that the Accounting Officers should:

o clearly identiff and determine essential services to be provided,
o determine and plan the most economical means by which a service can

be effectively provided,
o ensure the most advantageous utilisation of moneys allocated, and
o make regular evaluations and improvements to the effectiveness and

efficiency achieved.

The Accounting Officer is the ultimate accountable person and will eventually

have to account for how these responsibilities have been met. The Accounting

Officer may delegate his/her duties, responsibilities and authority, but he/she

remains the overall accountable person.

To enable the Accounting Officer to meet these responsibilities certain financial

management building blocks are required. Most of these building blocks are

adequately provided for in the Financial Regulations and Treasury Instructions

to the Exchequer Act. They must be embraced by the Accounting Ofticer to

meet hislher responsib ilities.

5.4.2 The White Paper on the Transformation of the Public Service

The White Paper specifically refers to financial management. One of the central

goals of the transformation of the public service is:

to encourage the evolution of effective accountability and transparency
in public mqnqgemenl processe.s.

In reviewing the present public service certain problems are identified including:

o

o

o

centralised control and top-down management,
tack of accountability and transparency, and
absence of effective management information.
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Reviewing the international context the White
which have relevance to the current situation
include:

Paper addresses certain themes
in South Africa. These themes

. trimming state expenditure and the size of the public service,
o an increasing emphasis on quality, efficiency and cost-effectiveness,
. ensuring greater accountability through the introduction of clearer lines

of responsibility, performance targets, measures and monitoring and
. pther methods,

o promotion of devolution of managerial authority and resource control,
and

o improving financial planning and control systems, including reforming
budgeting systems with a view to making them more performance and
output related.

The White Paper acknowledges that departments and provinces will have to
develop service delivery strategies to improve productivity. Aspects that need
to be addressed include:

The central goal of the
representative, competent,
service that:

White Paper is
integrated yet

the development of a coherent,
adequately decentralised public

o

a

implements government policies, and
meets the needs of all South Africans.

Decentralised financial management is in line with this goal. More
importantly, all the above principles and strategies wil l  only be achieved
and implemented if f inancial management is raised to the required level.

5.4.3 Auditor-General: Responsibil i t ies and Crit icism relating to f inancial
management

The Auditor-General Amendment Act, 7995, brought about key changes. Of
particular significance is the requirement that the Auditor-General shall
reasonably satis$ him/herself that "reasonable management measures for
planning, evaluation, authorisation and administration in the use of resources"
are in place. Accounting Offficers must implement and maintain these measures.

. a mission statement for service delivery,

. the principle of affordability,
o service standards, defined outputs, targets and performance indicators

benchmarked against comparable international standards,
o financial plans that link budgets directly to service needs and personnel

plans, and
. services provided must be in line with RDP priorities.
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The exact meaning of the term "resources" (referred to in the Auditor-General
Amendment Act, 1995) is important, because this is what the Auditor-General
is required to evaluate to meet hisAer legal responsibilities. It is also important

in the context of what internal audit should be reviewing in their audits. In the
literature used by the Office of the Auditor-General, "resources" are defined as
"labour, land, capital, information and entrepreneurship that should be used in
an optimum ratio to one another to achieve a pre-set, anticipated final result".
Resources are clearly seen in a very broad sense.

The Auditor-General has been critical of the lack of financial management in the

South African public service. On a number of occasions he has recommended
that the Director-General of the Department of State Expenditure should
urgently proceed with the necessary steps to implement arrangements leading to
improved financial management. These measures should include:

o establishment and funding of departmental internal audit;
. establishment of quantifiable objectives and @;
o regular evaluation of results; and
o extensive reporting by accounting officers.

The Auditor-General has identified one of the major problems of financial
management in South Africa - the lack of information. To quote the Auditor-
General:

"Information is the currency of accountqbility".

Without proper information on finances, performance and outputs it is
impossible for the government to demonstrate i ts accountabi l i ty.

Furthermore, the Auditor-General has also called for the recognition of the
importance of the financial management role. This would entail the significant
upgrading of this function within the public service.

5.4,4 Response by the Department of  State Expenditure

In direct response to these criticisms by the Auditor-General, the Department of
State Expenditure undertook a number of initiatives:

o they issued a Guide on Responsibilities of Accounting Officers,
. they created the dispensation which enables the appointment and

regulation of Financial Managers, and'
. a Framework for Normative Measures for Financial Management in the

Public Sector was prepared by an Interdepartmental Working Group.
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5.4.4.1 Guide on Responsibil i t ies of Accounting OfTicers

The aim of this guide is to grve the new (and existing) Directors-General
guidance on their responsibilities. The guide states, among other things,
that:

. accountability and transparency are entrenched in the
Constitution,

. the Accounting Officer is the ultimate person accountable,
o financial systems must be in place to promote economy,

effi ciency and effectiveness,' :*.''":x[ffi#*#i::::,:'*:nr':j:
- enable managers to evaluate performance,

. strong internal audit will be needed to monitor the accounting
and budgeting processes, and

o Accounting Officers are to provide information to help
Parliament and the Select Committee on Public Accounts form
judgements about effectiveness.

It is virtually impossible to meet these responsibilities without
significantly enhancing the financial management capability in the Public
Sector.

5.4.4,2 Creat ion of  the dispensat ion of  Financial  Managers

Requirement to create the post of Financial Manager

The Department of State Expenditure, after studying the reasons for the
inadequate financial management in departments, concluded that the
present level of financial service being provided to departments could
only be categorised as a departmental accounting function. It is
definitely not a departmental financial management function.

The Department of State Expenditure has in the past year or two set
even more rigorous requirements that have to be met eg.

o budgeting from zero,
o prioritisation of expenditure, and
o programme design in terms of outputs and intended outcomes.

These are highly complex financial requirements that cannot be met by
the present levels of financial management expertise within departments.
In order for departments to be able to meet these requirements, posts
for Financial Managers should be created - and filled - as soon as
possible.
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In the private sector the financial management function is one of the

crucial functions in any organisation. The head of this function is placed

immediately below the chief executive offficer. With this in mind the

Department of State Expenditure recommended the creation of the post

of Financial Manager in the public service (as envisaged in the Financial

Regulations and Treasury Instructions). Due to the importance attached

to this function the Financial Manager would form part of senior

management placed immediately below the Accounting Officer in the

organisational stnrcture. As part of a total financial management

package the Department of State Expenditure approached Cabinet with

a request for the creation of a post of Financial Manager in departments.

The department proposed that, if needed, an Accounting Officer should

be allowed to appoint a Financial Manager at the level of a Deputy

Director. General. It was not envisaged to increase the staff

establishment with this post. It was suggested that:

o a post additional to the staff establishment be created, or
. a consultant be appointed, or
. a firm be contracted to fulfil this function.

It was further recommended that the Department of State Expenditure
and the Public Service Commission will compile the functions for this
post.

These recommendations were approved by Cabinet on 3 March 1993.
As these posts are not part of the normal staff establishment the
restrictions of Chapter J do not apply.

The Minister thereafter issued amended Financial Regulations in terms
of the Exchequer Act to provide for this dispensation. Detailed
Treasury Instructions were also issued.

In Annexure G the relevant Financial Regulations and Treasury
Instructions are attached (Provincial Financial Regulations are culrently
the same as national Regulations and Instructions and are co-ordinated'
between provinces). In Section 4 the creation of the post of Financial
Manager is described and in Section 5A the duties and responsibilities of
the Financial Manager is described. This is described in more detail in
Chapter G of the Treasury Instructions.

The functions of th e .Fi nm citil Manager

The functions and duties of the Financial Manager as has been set out by
the Department of State Expenditure in the Financial Regulations and
Treasury Instructions, are described as follows:
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o ensure objectives, programmes and projects are clearly defined
and measurable;

o advise the accounting officer on ways to promote efficienry and
effectiveness;

o ensure that financial management processes exist to support
objective and programme management;

. advise the Accounting Officer on the efficiency and effectiveness
of the organisational structure;

o continuously evaluate measures to reveal inefficient and
uneconomical use of resources;

o the Financial Manager will have to ensure that planning and
budgets are linked; and

. evaluate the financial results of all new proiects.

The functions of the Financial Manager indicate the importance of
managing very limited financial resources optimally at a time when
accountability for the effectiveness of government activities has never
been more acute. Departments are now required to clearly state the
intended outputs and outcomes of their aclions. The total focus is
moving from managing and accounting for inputs to managing and
accounting for outputs - and to show clear benefits.

All of this requires a fundamental transfornration in planning, budgeting
and related financial management activities.

The level of decision-making

The Financial Regulations and Treasury Instructions set out the
responsibilities of the Financial Manager. This requires a much higher
level of management input than that required for a basic accounting
function.

The reporting of inputs is no longer sufficient. Systems and
management process changes will have to be driven by someone who
has a clear understanding of how financial inputs are related to the
activities, outputs and outcomes of departments and responsibility
centres. He/she must also know how to manage the transformation
from accounting to management.

Gven that financial management:

o is crucial for effective management, and
o represents a significant shift away from historical practices,

Financial Managers must be given a level of decision-making sufficient
to support the Accounting Officer, the MEC and the Chief Executive
Officer of a hospital in bringing about this transformation process.
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5.5

Financial Managers must be in the top management of departments and

institutions with direct access to the Accounting Officer or Chief

Executive Officer.

5.4.4.3Framework for Normative l\{easures for Financial Management in

the Public Sector

In response to concerns expressed by the Joint Standing Committee on

Public Accounts over various aspects of financial management, the

Department of State Expenditure developed a detailed framework for

the enhancement of financial management. This framework was

attached to a letter recently circulated to all government departments by

the Department of State Expenditure. This framework will entail a

significant upgrading of the financial management function in all

departments. It will require a shift from a mere accounting function to a

fully-fledged strategic financial management function. This is already
provided for by the Financial Regulations to the Exchequer Act. This

document clearly indicates the future direction for financial management

in the Public Sector. It was prepared by the Interdepartmental Working

Group: Establishing of Normative Measures for Financial Management:

3 November 1995 (Annexure B)

Summar-v:

The basic principles of decentralisation and devolution of decision-making within the

public sector (including the health sector) have been accepted. Two preconditions are

emphasised in the White Paper as well as in the Department of Health's documents:

An important shift in emphasis is the shift to measuring performance (outputs)

replacing the present emphasis on inputs. This will necessitate a change in

organisational culture.

Provision for achieving effective decentralised financial management has been made by

the Department of State Expenditure. Apart from the creation of the dispensation of

financial managers a more effective approach to financial management is spelt out in

' 
l.''*fii,::;il",:::illl;,,ff:,il,::j::::,., and,arge,s,
- national norms and standards,
- more resource control, autonomy and flexibility to take the necessary

actions to ensure that perficrmance measures and targets are met, and

. within :l: i'Jlf'::1.":J."'J'ii:,:',"'T'::::l'jili:ffi1fir'*'r manasers
needed to manage a decentralised health service. An intensive training

prograrnme to ensure that managers Tglllgjhese skills must be implemented.
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the Framework for Normative Measures for Financial Management in the Public
Sector.

The recommendations made in this Report are therefore in line with present thinking by
the Auditor-General and the Department of State Expenditure.
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